
STUDIO KLEINER / 
NOT A STILL LIFE 

NOT A STILL LIFE is the new exhibition born during the residence in Versilia of Swedish 
photographers Studio Kleiner, invited by LABottega to immerse themselves into an experience 
which development and realization is within the place itself.

Elements and raw materials encountered in the area contribute to create the balances and 
impossible situations of their photographic imagery. Studio Kleiner deal with the multiple themes 
of the contradiction between reality and fiction, gravity and weightlessness, movement and 
balance.

The result is an ironic puzzle of vivid colors and inert matter, which surprises the most ingrained 
mental habits and proposes a new way to observe the everyday life. An irreverent but at the same 
time extremely elegant vision that pays homage, not only in the title, to René Magritte and the 
indefinable mystery.

An integral part of the project is the "making of", the background of the realization phase made of 
wires, elastic bands and imperfect backdrops. The deception of the senses is unmasked and the 
photograph appears with its stratagems. Here we learn that, behind the ideal beauty, the technical 
artifice is hidden.

Since 2010 Carl and Evelina Kleiner have been playing with illusions, calling themselves "image 
creators". Couple both in work and in life, with the title of the exhibition they ironically allude to 
the dynamism of their daily reality, divided between the two children, the city of Stockholm and 
the work of photographers specialized in "Still" Life.

By breaking down and recomposing the expectations of those who attend their creative process, 
with their photographs they have fascinated brands such as Hermès, Ikea, H&M, Google, 
Swarovski and conquered magazines such as Wall Street Journal and New York Times.


NOT A STILL LIFE, this is (not) an exhibition where the abstract becomes real and the concrete 
becomes surreal.


where: LABottega – Marina di Pietrasanta (Lucca) – viale Apua, 188 


when: from 20/07 until 30/09/2019 


Inauguration: saturday 20 july 2019, 18:00


Opening Time : thu 15:30 - 19:30 | fri - sat - sun 15:30 - 22:30 Free entrance

 

Info: www.labottegalab.com - info@labottegalab.com - tel.058422502 /mob. 3496063597






BIO

Evelina and Carl Kleiner are image makers and lovers based in Stockholm, Sweden, where they 
practice still life photography (mostly). Evelina has a BA in fashion design from Beckmans School 
of Design in Stockholm but quickly decided that, as dead things complain less, they’re far easier 
to work with. Carl studied Graphic Design in Stockholm but dropped out when he realised he'd 
rather decide what to create himself, than the teachers' assignments. Since 2010, they have been 
collaborating on both raising their children and producing photo series with clients such as Ikea, 
Hermes, Herman Miller, Mercedes, Calvin Klein, Swarovski, Google, Stella Artois, Wallpaper*, Wall 
Street Journal, The Gourmand, AnOther Magazine and The New York Times. 

Despite countless interesting experiments, they often return to their signum of colour, simplicity, 
humour and visual tricks. Often their aim is to bring objects or raw materials to life, giving them 
personality or character. Or, equally, the complete opposite: to make objects or the world seem 
more abstract.


